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Executive Summary   
 

‘Writing about contemporary Kazakhstan is like making a journey into unexpected territory, for 
it is one of the least known yet most surprising nations of the post-Soviet world’ – a Briton 
Jonathan Aitken in his portrait of 21st century Kazakhstan (2012 p.2). Despite an increase in the 
international recognition of Kazakhstan over the past decade (thanks largely to its growing 
economic importance), foreigners still know little or nothing about the country’s history, 
culture character, and future potential. The widespread stereotypes are that Kazakhstan is 
poor and politically unstable.  But lying beyond this limited foreign perspective is a country 
with a rich cultural offer and plenty of cultural institutions. A number of foreigners, such as 
Jonathan Aitken, seem to be fascinated by the country’s cultural renaissance, and refer to 
Almaty (Kazakhstan’s former capital) as a ‘cornucopia of culture’.    
 
Consequently, the purpose of this project is to challenge Kazakhstan’s negative stereotypes by 
providing factual information in relation to Kazakh cultural institutions in Almaty (the cultural 
and former capital of Kazakhstan) and Astana (the current capital).  For instance, it was 
estimated that in Almaty alone there are 225 cultural institutions, and this number seems to be 
continuously expanding. The report begins by giving a historical background which covers the 
development of the cultural and creative infrastructure during the Soviet and early post-Soviet 
periods, moving to the present times. Although a comprehensive historical review is beyond 
the scope of this report, this topic will be addressed to some extent to gain a better 
apprehension of Kazakhstan’s political, economic, social and cultural processes’, within which 
its cultural and creative infrastructure has been developing over the years. The main objective 
of this report is to inform cultural workers, organisations, policymakers and researchers around 
the world about their counterparts in Kazakhstan, which may in turn stimulate international 
collaborations and partnerships, as well as inform policies and action that can unlock the 
economic, socio and cultural potential of the cultural and creative industries in Kazakhstan.    
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Kazakhstan 
 

Geography 
Location: Central Asia  
Area: 2,724,900 km2 
World Ranking by Size Comparison: 9th biggest country  
Border Countries: China, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan   

Source: CIA (2015) 
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Almaty  
 
 
People and Society  
Nationality: Kazakhstani(s)  
Population: 18,157,122 (July 2015 estimate) 
Ethnic Groups: Kazakh 63.1%, Russian 23.7%, Uzbek 2.9%, Ukrainian 2.1%, Uighur 
1.4%, Tatar 1.3%, German 1.1% and other 4.4% (2009 est.)    
Languages: Kazakh (official) 64.4%, Russian (official, used in everyday business) 
95% (2001 est.) 
Religions: Muslim 70.2%, Christian (mainly Russian Orthodox) 26.2%, other 0.2%, 
atheist 2.8%, unspecified 0.5% (2009 est.)  
Urban Population: 53.2% of total population (2015 est.)  
 
G o v e r n m e n t   
Country Name: Republic of Kazakhstan  
Capital: Astana  
Independence: 16 December 1991 (from the Soviet Union)  
 
E c o n o m y   
GDP (purchasing power parity): $418.5 billion (2014 est.) 
GDP per capita (PPP): $24,000 (2014 est.) 
 
Comparison to the USA:  
GDP (purchasing power parity): $17.35 trillion (2014 est.) 
GDP per capita (PPP): $54,400 (2014 est.)  

Source: CIA (2015) 
 

Cultural Sector  
Number of Museums and Galleries: 225 (January 2014 est.) 
Number of Theatres and Concert Venues: 62 + 45 = 107 (January 2014 est.) 
Number of Libraries: 4,185 (January 2014 est.) 
Number of Museums: 224 (January 2014 est.) 
Proportion of Private Institutions in the Cultural Sector: 5.1 % (Public: 94.1%) (January 2014 
est.)     

Source: The Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Kazakhstan (2015) 
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Introduction  
 

In each of us, in varying proportions, there is part of yesterday’s man; it 
is yesterday’s man who inevitably predominates in us, since the present 
amounts to little compared with the long past in the course of which we 
were formed and from which we result. Yet we do not sense this man of 
the past, because he is inveterate in us; he makes up the unconscious 
part of ourselves. (Durkheim, 1917 cited in Bourdieu, 1977 p.79)  
 

French sociologists Bourdieu and Durkheim both emphasised on numerous occasions the 
importance of the past when trying to understand the present. The authors each contended 
that without understanding historical formations, one cannot fully understand the present: 
whether that be the people or the current processes of any given field. To put that notion very 
loosely is to assert that ‘history matters’. Through a theoretical concept known as path 
dependence, many economists, as well as political and social scientists have also accentuated 
the importance of the past in analysing current economic, political and social phenomena.  
 
Paul Pierson, professor of political science at Berkley, has contributed significantly in 
transferring the path dependence concept from economics, applying its ideas in the sphere of 
political science. He points out that definitions of path dependence tend to fluctuate between 
a wider and narrower conception: to demonstrate the broad conceptualisation, Pierson (2000) 
shares William Sewell’s (1996) loose definition of path dependence (a statement that seems 
like common sense), which states: ‘what happened at an earlier point in time will affect the 
possible outcomes of a sequence of events occurring at a later point in time’ (pp.262–263). To 
quickly apprehend the concept, think of an everyday social convention – a handshake. This is 
one of the examples most frequently used to demonstrate how path dependence is present in 
our daily lives. The widespread social convention of shaking a person’s hand with one’s own as 
a greeting has a commonplace explanation behind its existence. This act of greeting a stranger 
originated from the need to demonstrate that one was not carrying a weapon, which at a 
certain point in history held a highly functional purpose (ensuring against being robbed or even 
killed). Despite the practical function of that act no longer important today, the convention 
persists as a tradition.    
 
Although the loose definition of path dependence seems fair on many occasions, it is also 
vulnerable to criticism. In particular, this definition does not account for certain instances 
where the path (i.e. the past) provokes a reaction in a completely different direction. 
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Therefore, it is wiser to use a narrower definition, which is more precise and thus more 
resilient to criticism. Professor of political science at Stanford, Margaret Levi (1997), suggests:  
  

Path dependence has to mean, if it is to mean anything, that once a country or 
region has started down a track, the costs of reversal are very high. There will be 
other choice points, but the entrenchments of certain institutional arrangements 
obstruct an easy reversal of the initial choice. Perhaps the better metaphor is a 
tree, rather than a path. From the same trunk, there are many different branches 
and smaller branches. Although it is possible to turn around or to clamber from 
one to the other – and essential if the chosen branch dies – the branch on which 
a climber begins is the one she tends to follow. (p.28)   

 
In other words, the probability of following the same path increases with each step taken down 
that path, because overtime the costs of exiting and moving on to some other alternative that 
was once also plausible rise. Here, the argument is that cultural policy and certain key cultural 
institutions in Kazakhstan (and, it can be argued, this is the case not solely in cultural 
institutions and policy but also among institutions and policies in other affairs) in many 
instances still, through inertia, follow the ‘out-dated branch’ that was chosen during the Soviet 
era.     
 
Indeed, Kazakh cultural scholars and policymakers consensually agree that the contemporary 
cultural policies and processes at the heart of many cultural institutions still depend on the 
out-dated Soviet structures, still rely heavily on the past cultural accomplishments, and 
continue to resemble the realities of the Soviet past in general.    
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Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov

The culture of Kazakhstan, which we have now, is a base that was produced in 
the Soviet times… This powerful base, built in the Soviet era, achieved its 
historical and cultural mission, and the topical question has become how to 
foster the formation of the basic conditions for the creation and promotion of 
modern art.  (Kulbayev, 2015)  
 

Kairat Kulbayev had been a governmental official for seven years. For six years 
he was a head of the Department of Culture in Almaty. Before his career in the 

civil service he was a successful hospitality entrepreneur and also worked in the 
music, television and film industries. 

 
There is a great risk that with overly active participation of the state in the 
formation of Kazakhstan’s cultural policy, the main players on this stage could 
become not the creatives, not the artists, but the administrators. This is slightly 
reminiscent of the Soviet scheme, in which a governmental official was deciding 
what is allowed to be filmed, what is not, what should be shelved, what should 
be shown to a wide audience, what is allowed to reach the cinemas, what needs 
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to be trimmed, which books should be written, and which should be burned. 
(Satpayev, 2015)  
 

Dosym Satpayev is an independent political analyst and director of the 
Kazakhstan Risks Assessment Group, an Almaty-based think-tank that focuses 

on political reform, democracy, government opposition movements, corruption, 
and transparency in Kazakhstan.

Why do the ethnic Kazakhs often find themselves among those opposing the 
idea of learning Kazakh? The answer to this question is to be looked for in the 
recent period of our history, which was integral in forming the Soviet type of 
Kazakh mentality. Similarly, the Soviet context is necessary for the 
understanding of contemporary Kazakh culture, many types of which (theatre, 
fine arts, cinematography) had been formed in that era. Modern Kazakhstan, 
having kept the image of the ‘laboratory of peoples’ friendship’, has many ties 
with USSR. That is why, to apprehend the processes that are taking place in the 
country, along with the study of traditional cultural strategies, it is truly 
important to analyse the Soviet experience, which is for us the closest 
historical experience.  (Erzhan, 2012)  
 
Zemfira Erzhan is an accomplished cultural scholar and defender of the Kazakh 

language. She is actively working on integrating and popularising the Kazakh 
language among the Russian speaking population of Kazakhstan (see one of 

her projects at http://kieli7su.kz). 
 
The nomadic way of life in Kazakhstan, combined with its colonial past and 
consequent communist ideology, have shaped the nation state as we know it today.  
Therefore, situating the current cultural and creative infrastructure in Kazakhstan 
within its historical context is important, allowing us to push our understanding of its 
current nature and practice much further.   
 
The main objective behind this report is to contribute to understanding the challenges 
associated with the development of a thriving creative economy in Kazakhstan, and to 
help unlock the economic potential of culture and creativity in the country. The report 
is intended to reach audiences beyond academia and seeks to educate cultural 
workers, organisations, researchers, civil service workers and policymakers about their 
counterparts in Kazakhstan, which may in turn stimulate international collaborations 
and partnerships. It is also expected to reach local policymakers and civil service 
workers in order to inform policies and ‘on the ground developments’ that could 
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contribute to unlocking the economic, socio and cultural potential of culture and the 
creative industries in Kazakhstan in the near future.     
 
The dissolution of the Soviet Union and Kazakhstan’s resultant independence in 1991 
was followed by a challenging period for the young sovereign state, with major 
economic and political transitions. Because the government was preoccupied with 
issues associated with the state’s newly established independence and its transition 
from communism to a market economy, until only recently (now that the country has 
more or less stabilised – both economically and politically), culture predominantly 
remained outside the state’s agenda. Often, cultural affairs tend to be placed out of 
the spotlight by governments in transition, labelled as ‘not a priority’. Hence, the 
state’s cultural policy agenda lay in a condition of quasi hibernation until 2014, when 
the Ministry of Culture and Sport released a whitepaper outlining a project – The 
Concept of Cultural Policy in the Republic of Kazakhstan – and when topics of culture 
and creativity started making frequent appearances in local media channels.           
 
By looking critically at the concept (and spotting some of its shortcomings) I would 
like to bring Kazakhstani policymakers’ attention back to the reality of the current 
state of the country’s creative economy. Certain obvious areas need to be addressed 
before the ambitious aspirations of the government could become feasible:   
 

As the result [of the successful application of the concept], Kazakhstan will be 
accepted as one of the development centres of global culture and arts, 
historical science, archaeology and cultural studies, the leading international 
school for improving professional qualification and creative growth. (Ministry 
of Culture and Sport of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2014 p.21)    

 
One such obvious area is the country’s cultural infrastructure, which requires 
strengthening and constant maintenance. A previous report by the Calvert Forum 
(2014) researched and provided short profiles of four unique cities (i.e. St. Petersburg, 
Berlin, Moscow and London), concluding that in spite of the unique characteristics of 
each case (each city) there are certain common features shared between them. 
Therefore, Calvert Forum researchers were able to identify five common principles 
that local officials need to follow in order to realise the creative potential of a city or 
region:  
 

1. to effectively utilise existing social, economic and cultural resources (the 
stress here is on the adjective – existing); 
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2. to develop mechanisms of interaction between the authorities and the 
professional community (the cultural and creative workers);  

 
3. to develop an integrated development strategy based on the 

recommendations of the local professional community as well as 
internationally-recognised approaches;   

 
4. to provide the professional community with necessary office facilities; 

 
5. to create communicative platforms inside the professional communities to 

engender better interaction between the creative and cultural workers, as 
communication has always been vital for any kind of innovation (Calvert 
Forum, 2014).  

 
In line with the above principles this report attempts to bring attention to the existing 
cultural institutions and infrastructure in Kazakhstan by mapping major cultural and 
creative institutions as well as providing short profiles of the cultural sectors in two 
large Kazakh cities. The report is divided into three parts. It begins by shedding some 
light onto the development of cultural and creative infrastructures in Kazakhstan by 
illustrating the historical development (and redevelopment) of cultural policy and 
institutions from the early Soviet era up until the early 1990s. The second part will 
focus on the redevelopment of policies and institutions after Kazakhstan gained 
independence in 1991 until the present day. While it is impossible within the scope of 
this report to deliver a comprehensive analysis of Kazakh culture in the Soviet period, 
it is necessary to devote some attention to this area, as this was the period when most 
of the cultural policies and institutions that still function today were established. The 
report’s final part will take the form of two illustrative maps where key cultural 
institutions in Astana (former names: Akmoly, Akmolinsk, Tselinograd, Akmola), a 
capital of Kazakhstan since 1997, and Almaty (former names: Verniy, Alma-Ata), a 
capital of Kazakhstan between 1929 and 1997, will be presented.    
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Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov   
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A Short Prehistory  
 

Kazakhstan is not Europe, but neither is it Asia. On the one hand, it is 
a post-Soviet state, on the other it is a postcolonial country. Its 
understanding of democratic reform is based on its traditional tribal-
based social organization. Kazakh, a Turkic language, is the country’s 
official language, but Russian is still the primary language. Kazakhstan 
is a secular state, yet two religions are regarded as official—Islam and 
Orthodox Christianity. (Ibraeva, 2013 p.133)  

 
Following the path dependence logic, it is crucial to give a brief portrait (even if a very 
succinct one) of Kazakhstan before it was taken over by communist structure and 
ideology. This is necessary for a more complete apprehension of the nature and 
specificities of the contemporary society that inhabits this vast region in Central Asia. 
Although the main argument in this paper is that cultural expressions, cultural 
institutions and policies, as well as the country’s social mentality still in some respects 
follow the out-dated logic enforced by the Soviet Union, the construction of the 
modern Kazakh society has been hugely influenced by more remote historical events, 
thus differentiating it from the other former Soviet Republics. In other words, that the 
nomadic way of life and certain characteristics that came with the mobility of the 
people have also shaped the social organisation and cultural/creative expression of 
these people. Later this nomadic culture merged with the communist ways of thinking, 
creating a society with a distinctive culture and rather different approaches to 
organisation and governance.     
 
Indeed, cultural scholars tend to agree that before Soviet cultural standards 
penetrated Kazakhstan, the Kazakh social organisation (then based on nomadic family 
and tribal structures) strongly mediated the cultural and artistic expressions of the 
society (Kapayeva, 2004; Ibraeva, 2013, 2014). One of the most developed forms of 
material culture were mausoleums and gravestones, because traditionally Kazakh 
people have always valued family and worshiped their ancestors. Another very 
advanced form of material culture was evident in the decorative and ornamental arts 
that can be seen beautifying various everyday objects, from kitchenware to the 
traditional houses (i.e. yurts).  
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Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov   
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Non-material culture was similarly shaped by the traditional lifestyle, as history and 
philosophy of the people were not written down and stored in libraries but expressed 
and passed on via oral epics, songs and legends. The nomadic way of life partly 
explains the limited amount of cultural institutions (such as libraries, museums, 
galleries, universities etc.) founded by Kazakhs before settling down and before the 
arrival of the Russians. As a nomad, one only owns what one is able carry. Of course 
this is an oversimplified statement, but it reflects certain realities of the nomad 
culture; little value was seen in items that would make mobility problematic. Instead 
of schools there were local Madrasahs (travelling with the tribes) where children 
received primary and religious education. However, since the eighteenth-century, 
Kazakh children from rich and aristocratic families were usually sent to Russian 
schools near the Russian border, and later received higher education at universities in 
Russia. The diffusion of Russian and European culture in Kazakhstan had in fact 
preceded the arrival of communism, starting slowly in the sixteenth-century and 
continuing as the country was colonised and became part of the Russian Empire.     
 

 
Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov   

 
Changes took place gradually, but irreversibly on many different levels (cultural, 
educational, political, social, etc.). On the political level, Russian governors replaced 
Khans (royal rulers) in 1822, resulting in numerous uprisings all over the country. As 
Dagmar Schreiber and Jeremy Tredinnik (2013) put it: ‘more than 300 uprisings in the 
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course of the colonisation process by Russia illustrate that the much-professed 
voluntary character of integration was far from universal’ (p.39). Russia’s abolition of 
serfdom in 1861 resulted in major demographic and social changes, due to a significant 
influx of landless Russian peasants. Nomads’ pastures were confiscated, and a new tax 
system was put in place, resulting in a gradual deprivation of livestock breeding and 
therefore increased poverty. However, just as there were negative aspects of 
colonisation and imposition of the Russian governance and culture, there were also 
many positive ones.       
 
The most famous and influential Kazakh artists, poets, writers, scientists and scholars 
of the nineteenth century (including Abai Kunanbaev, Ibrai Altynsarin, Chokan 
Valikhanov, Akhmet Baitursynov, etc.) were educated in Russian institutions where 
they were introduced to foreign cultures. Undoubtedly, this had an impact on their 
work. Cultural scholars and historians claim that Abai’s immersion into Russian 
literature and culture significantly influenced the literary works of the beloved Kazakh 
poet, composer and philosopher. Similarly, the most celebrated educator of the 
nineteenth century, Ibrai Altynsarin, conveyed the Russian influence in his 
educational work. Influenced by Leo Tolstoy’s principles of humanity and democracy, 
Altynsarin started to combat against the religious obscurantism that characterised 
much of the Kazakh primary educational system (Wright, 2014). Consequently, he 
developed a new educational system that included founding new joint Russian–
Kazakh schools in every district for children of nomadic families. He also contributed 
significantly to bringing the Russian language and literature to Kazakhstan, through his 
folk and children’s tales, as well as Russian language textbooks. One can see how the 
Russian ideals and way of living gradually started to spread and become accepted 
throughout Kazakhstan.   
 
It is also necessary to point out that although there is an abundance of research by 
Kazakh scholars on Kazakh types of artistic expression, on traditions, on issues of 
identity, and on Russian cultural imperialism, there is little research focusing 
specifically on investigating the origins and development of Kazakhstan’s cultural and 
educational institutions. This report aims to address this limitation, by shedding some 
light on how certain cultural and educational institutions were established and 
developed in Kazakhstan’s two major cities – Almaty and Astana.   
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Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov   
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Chapter 1: 1920s–1980s  
 
1.1 .  The 1920s and 1930s: Modernisation of Culture  
 

The development of cultures national in form and socialist in 
content is necessary for the purpose of their ultimate fusion in 

to one General Culture, socialist as to form and content, and 
expressed in one general language. 

(Stalin, 1934) 
 

As stated previously, the process of uniting the nomadic and settled cultures in the 
territory of the modern Kazakhstan started as early as the sixteenth century, but the 
most vigorous imposition of the Russian lifestyle and culture started between the 
1920s and 1930s. Mass settlement of the Kazakh people and forced collectivisation 
took place during this period, leading to dramatic events and an inevitable famine. 1.5 
million of Kazakhs fled to China and Mongolia in the early 1920s, while almost 3 
million died of starvation over the course of collectivisation; Kazakhstan lost half of 
its population as people were forced to change their traditional ways of life that had 
been maintained for centuries (Aitken, 2012). In order to survive and become 
successful Soviet citizens, Kazakhs had to reject their nomadic culture, their language 
and submit to the new system. Indeed, the time between the 1920s and 1930s is a key 
period in the formation of the contemporary Kazakh culture. During that time Kazakhs 
were gradually being detached from their indigenous culture; new cultural standards, 
artistic forms of expression, as well as new types of institutions were increasingly 
imposed and integrated into the society, in a top-down exogenous manner.        
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Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov   

The 1930s were characterised by ideological purges and NKVD1 prosecutions of the 
ordinary population and government officials, which later permeated into the cultural 
and artistic life of the country. Local citizens, party officials and later artists could find 
themselves accused of nationalism and charged for valuing their own republics above 
the Soviet Union, as well as for other anti-Soviet activities. Saken Seifullin – a national 
activist, poet, writer and the founder of the Union of Writers of Kazakhstan, who is 
widely regarded as a pioneer of modern Kazakh literature – was one of the victims of 
the oppression. Despite his support of the October revolution, his role as Commissar 
for Education in the new Kazakh Soviet government, and significant contribution to 
Kazakh literature and journalism, he was arrested as a nationalist, tortured and 
executed in Alma-Ata in February 1939 (Wright, 2014). Since Kazakhstan’s 
independence, Seifullin has been recognised as one of the country’s most influential 
thinkers and writers.  
 
 

																																																								
1 The People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs [Narodnyi Komissariat Vnitrennih Del], abbreviated 
NKVD, was a law enforcement agency of the Soviet Union, which executed the rule of power of the  
Part 
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Kolkhoz Celebration. 1937. A. Kasteyev                    Turksib. 1969. A. Kasteyev 
 
Courtesy of A. Kasteyev State Museum of Arts of the Republic of Kazakhstan   
 
 
Regardless of the harsh treatment of individuals suspected to have anti-Soviet 
sympathies, a major cultural development was taking place with the appearance of 
painting as a form of artistic expression. Painting had been weakly present as an in 
Kazakhstan and had mostly existed as part of the applied arts (in the form of carpets, 
jewellery, ceramics, etc.). Abilkhan Kasteyev, who is now the most famous artist of his 
era, was the first professional Kazakh painter to appear; the largest art museum in 
Kazakhstan, the State Museum of Arts in Almaty, was renamed in his honour in 1984. 
Kasteyev came from a simple nomadic background and moved to Alma-Ata to study in 
an art school named after Vladimir Lenin’s widow – Nadezhda Krupskaya. Perhaps due 
to the absence of a previous artistic tradition, as well as strong ideological surveillance 
from the government, Russian art and the socialist realism movement guided 
Kasteyev’s work. His paintings covey a strong feeling of the enormous transition from 
the nomadic life in the steppe to the new settled Soviet life in towns and kolkhozes2. 
He managed to connect the old and the new in his paintings in a way that was 
unsentimental (Wright, 2014). By looking at Kasteyev’s paintings it becomes evident 
that nationalism was not entirely off-limits for Kazakh artists. In fact, on the contrary, 
the government attempted to employ the nationalist ideology of the sister republics 
to meet socialist interests on many occasions, as long as authors avoided 
sentimentalism.       
Russian painters and artists were sent to Kazakhstan to make sure that the Kazakh art 
conformed to the ideologies of the time. The same was also true for the performing 
arts institutions. Professor in Music History at the University of Cambridge, Marina 
Frolova-Walker, argues that many expatriate cultural workers chose to move 
permanently to their adoptive countries; as she puts it:  
 
																																																								
2 Kolkhoz – a form of collective farm in the Soviet Union 				
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While the careers of ‘guest composers’ had peaked by the late 1930s, a few 
Muscovites and Leningraders decided to take up permanent residence in 
their adoptive republics. The founder of national opera in Kazakhstan, for 
example, one Yevgeniy Brusilovsky, was still writing operas into the 1950s, by 
which time a new generation of conservatory-trained native composers had 
been equipped to takeover. (Frolova-Walker, 1998 p.338)  

 
In addition to the migrants that more or less voluntarily relocated to the steppe for 
work, there were exiled scientists, artists, scholars, politicians, writers, and so on, who 
also contributed significantly to the dissemination of Russian culture, knowledge and 
expertise.     
 
The logic behind the Soviet cultural revolution (or cultural modernisation) of the 
1930s is rather accurately communicated by the slogan that appeared in the January 
1934 issue of the journal Sovetskaya muzika [Soviet Music] provided by Stalin himself, 
calling for: ‘The Development of Cultures National in Format and Socialist in Content’. 
This, obviously, did not exclusively apply to music: all forms of artistic expression had 
to comply with the ‘new style’ of being socialist in content and national in format 
(cited in Frolova-Walker, 1998 p.334). Marina Frolova-Walker summarised remarkably 
well the complex circumstances of the Soviet cultural policy of the 1930s:  
 

First, the culture of each republic developed according to Moscow's 
directives, making them, to this extent, colonial cultures. Second, these 
cultural imports were consistently presented as authentic indigenous 
developments. Third, the burgeoning intelligentsia within each republic 
largely identified with these cultural developments and made their own 
contributions within the boundaries set by Moscow's rules. We could even 
say that later in the century these colonial creations had been assimilated 
and endowed with some degree of authenticity in the eyes of each republic's 
populace. (Frolova-Walker, 1998 p. 340)   

 
New operas houses, theatres, philharmonic societies and art schools begun to be 
founded all over the country in the 1920s, gaining momentum in the 1930s. Generous 
government subsidies and the Artists’ Union (the Kazakh SSR Artists’ Union was 
founded in 1933) supported and regulated the existence of these institutions. 
European forms of culture, filtered through the Soviet censorship were introduced to 
the Kazakhs and later were adapted into national cultural forms. National operas, plays 
and paintings were being created, communicating the values of communism but 
wrapped in the fashionable and exotic wrapper of orientalism.   
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Acknowledging the numerous negative and even tragic aspects of the enforced and 
rapid integration of the foreign culture imposed on the Kazakh people, it is also 
necessary to admit the undeniable benefits that came with it. For instance, the arrival 
of schools, universities, hospitals, museums, libraries, and so on, which resulted in 
enhanced wellbeing, literacy and education of the urban population. Besides, the 
Soviet rule not only allowed the Russians to colonise Central Asia, it simultaneously 
allowed ex-nomads to travel in the opposite direction from towns and villages in 
Kazakhstan to cities like Moscow and St. Petersburg. Furthermore, the centralised 
approach of the Soviet Union to distributing museum exhibits (as part of a cultural 
exchange programme) also played a vital role in enriching Kazakhstan’s cultural wealth 
and the rest of Central Asia. Even though the Soviet government on many occasions 
jeopardised the literacy of the Central Asian people by forcing them to switch scripts 
from Arabic to Latin and later Cyrillic (in less than three decades) – causing much 
confusion – it contributed significantly to building the educational infrastructure 
throughout the country, and to the secularisation of education, as well as encouraging 
women’s participation. Moreover, just as creatives and intellectuals were exiled, 
paintings of the avant-garde Russian artists were also ‘banished’ to remote locations. 
This explains an abundance of paintings by Russian artists (e.g. Pavel Filanov, Olga 
Rozanova, Vasily Chekrygin etc.) in the A. Kasteyev State Museum of Arts in Almaty. 
Likewise, museums in Uzbekistan, for instance, possess the works of Kandinsky and 
Savickiy; in fact, the Karakalpakstan State Museum in Uzbekistan host’s the world’s 
second largest collection of Russian avant-garde art.  
  
The 1930s, seeing the darkest years of oppression, was a challenging decade, but 
paradoxically is was also a time of major cultural development, in which many cultural 
and educational institutions were founded. Because Almaty had been the capital city 
since 1929, it had benefited the most from the inflow of cultural assets (i.e. cultural 
objects, institutions and workers) from Russia. Astana (then Akmolinsk), on the other 
hand, had been a small provincial city, and remained outside the major cultural and 
artistic developments until the late 1990s (see Figure 1).   
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Figure 1.  Timeline representing numbers of institutions founded in each decade over 
the past century (only incorporates institutions mapped in Chapter 3)           
 
 
1 .2.  The 1940s: World War II 
From the earliest days of German invasion into the Soviet Union in 1941, valuable 
factories, institutions, and individuals were uprooted and evacuated to remote 
locations in Eastern Russia, Siberia and Central Asia. Kazakhstan was a very convenient 
destination; it was distant from the front, yet well connected via the TurkSib line with 
Russia and Siberia, plus it sustained comparatively strong existing infrastructures. As 
Wright (2014) describes:   
 

A large share of what was called the ‘spiritual wealth’ of the Soviet Union, 
consisting of more than 26,000 artists, writers, actors and musicians, whose 
propaganda work was considered essential to the war efforts, was also 
evacuated, mainly to Alma-Ata. […] In total more than twenty theatres, and 
cultural institutions, fifteen universities, and twenty research institutes, and 
other institutions were transported to Alma-Ata in 1941 and 1942. (pp.223–
224)  

 
Of course, many of the aforementioned institutions returned to Russia after the war 
had ended, but they left a certain degree of knowledge and expertise with the locals. 
Some of the institutions, as well as members of intelligentsia, even chose to stay in 
Kazakhstan permanently.                    
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Arguably, one of the most significant developments in the cultural sphere of 1940s 
Kazakhstan was occurring in the art of cinematography. Over the course of World War 
II, Kazakhstan played a central role in the Soviet film industry while major Soviet film 
studios (i.e. Mosfilm and Lenfilm) were evacuated to Alma-Ata to form the Central 
United Film Studio or TsOKS [Tsentral’naia ob’’edinennaia kinostudiia]. As a result the 
film studios in Alma-Ata benefited from the expertise and experience of the most 
talented Soviet filmmakers such as Eisenstein, Vetrov and Kozintsev among many 
others, as well as from the sophisticated equipment of the time (Beumers, 2007). Few 
people know that the film Ivan the Terrible by Eisenstein was produced in Alma-Ata. 
After the war ended, the prosperity of the local industry continued, establishing itself 
as the art-house home of Soviet cinema during the decade of Perestroika. Although 
films were shot in Kazakhstan during the 1920s and 1930s, Kazakh film scholars tend to 
agree that the real birth of the local film industry took place after the dissolution of 
TsOKS in 1944. Following the departure of the Russian film studios, and the 
consolidation of the local newsreel and feature film studios in one place in Alma-Ata, 
known today as Kazakhfilm (the national film studio), the process of organising Kazakh 
film production took off on its own (Nogerbek, 2013).   
 
Professor of history Aizhan Kapayeva argues that in the Soviet Union the state played 
the role of an ‘engineer’ when regulating processes in the sphere of culture and art. 
This means that the state ‘owned’ the cultural affairs and artistic activities within all 
Soviet republics and directed them for purposes of social education and propaganda; 
the state aimed to create one universal culture among all its nations. In other words, 
the Soviet culture had been forming under the strict control of the party and was 
treated as a mere ideological tool, to indoctrinate the values of the party all over the 
Union. The Cultural Revolution that had started with the arrival of communism was 
intended to be complete by the end of the 1950s and aimed to create in each Soviet 
republic a new national socialist culture. However, a leap in the cultural development 
in Kazakhstan between the 1920s and 1950s needs to be acknowledged, despite the 
many issues associated with this totalitarian approach to managing cultural affairs. The 
state contributed continually to the development of cultural infrastructure and 
intelligentsia, which, up until today (25 years after independence) still frame the 
cultural environment of the country (Kapayeva, 2004).   
 
 
1 .3.  The 1950s and 1960s: The ‘Thaw’ Period  
For the cultural sphere the decades of the 1950s and 1960s are important for three 
particular reasons: firstly, the establishment of the Ministry of Culture at the all-Union 
level in 1953; secondly, due to the arrival of cultural liberalisation in the wake of 
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Stalin’s death; and, finally, Khrushchev’s Virgin Lands campaign that once again 
altered the composition of Kazakh society (significantly expanding the Russian 
population), as well as stimulating the rapid development of Tselinograd (present 
Astana). The Virgin Lands campaign triggered the arrival of thousands of migrants from 
Russia and other countries to a then small underdeveloped town in the north of 
Kazakhstan. As a result, the town started developing rapidly; new schools, hospitals, 
cinemas, theatres, and other facilities were founded in Tselinograd to cater for the 
needs of the fast-growing population. In Figure 1 we can see that cultural institutions 
started slowly to appear in Astana in the 1960s.  
 
However, the Virgin Lands campaign also triggered hostile attitudes among many 
Kazakhs, due to the unsustainable treatment of the steppe and its water resources, as 
well as the displacement of indigenous communities. The patronising attitude of many 
Russians living in Kazakhstan towards the indigenous population further challenged 
the harmonious state of co-existence, allowing nationalistic tendencies to sprout 
among the native population.        
 
Joseph Stalin’s death had triggered the ‘thaw’ period, a truly important period for 
scientific and artistic development, when creativity was allowed to begin to emerge. 
Nikita Khrushchev, who became the new leader of the Party in 1953, initiated de-
Stalinisation of the Union by introducing liberal reforms in domestic and foreign 
policies (and in particular, liberalising cultural and intellectual policies). By discarding 
mass repressions and rehabilitating the numerous victims of Stalin’s purges, 
Khrushchev gave more freedom to artists and scientists, as well as reducing a strong 
sense of fear of the totalitarian state, which in turn stimulated creative thinking among 
the intelligentsia. One of the primary changes was increased access to world art. 
International artists and scholars were allowed into the Union to showcase their work 
and share ideas (Fox, 1977). Works by Western artists such as Renoir, Monet, Cezanne, 
Matisse and Picasso reappeared on the horizon and began influencing artists all over 
the Union. Furthermore, many Soviet theatres, orchestras and creative collectives 
were also allowed to travel and perform abroad, allowing greater freedom and more 
possibilities for meaningful cultural exchange internationally.     
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     Dream. 1969. M.P. Kim                               Portrait of Turar. 1967. S.T. Sariyev  
  
 

     
Portrait of Tursun with an apple. 1970. R. Sahi           Young Kazakhs. 1967. S.A. Aitbayev  
 
Courtesy of A. Kasteyev State Museum of Arts of the Republic of Kazakhstan   
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Kapayeva (2004) points out that the cultural policy of the 1950s was neither intrusive 
nor proactive; rather, it was simply responding to issues that were arising within the 
state’s cultural and creative affairs. Instead of regulating and dictating mechanisms 
from the top, the state was correcting the initiatives coming from the bottom. At this 
point in time the state was playing the role of supervisor (rather than engineer) in the 
intellectual and cultural spheres; it was no longer the intellectual centre. However, 
Kapayeva also stresses that in reality the situation was far more complex, as 
Khrushchev’s policies were often inconsistent and conflicted with each other, 
resulting in shorts periods of thaw that would be followed by cold snaps. The state 
would give the artist more freedom and greater access to the world’s art, but then 
would set the KGB3 on those who went too far.   
 
Although Khrushchev allowed a certain degree of cultural liberation, in no way did he 
grant absolute autonomy to the artistic community. This is evident in the following 
extract from the Party journal, Kommunist:  
 

The artist who deviates from social realism serves interest alien to the 
proletariat and to his creative effort: ‘Socialist realism’ is the only method of 
our art […] Any other method, any other ‘direction’ is a concession to 
bourgeois ideology […] In our country, where socialism has been victorious, 
where there has arisen a moral and political unity of the people 
unprecedented in the history of mankind, there is no special basis for 
different directions in art. (No. 9, 1954 p.33 cited in Fox, 1977 p.215) 

 
By the end of the 1960s becoming challenging to control, the short period of the 
‘thaw’ was over, placing foundations for the serious reformations that would take place 
in the 1980s.     
 
Gulnara Abikeyeva, the most prominent Kazakh film critic and scholar, argues that in 
Kazakhstan one of the most significant cultural achievements of the ‘thaw’ period 
occured in the form of the further rapid development of national filmmaking 
(Abikeyeva, 2006). By the 1960s, she argues, the national (Kazakhstani) creative 
workers in the film industry had ‘grown up’. The accompanying rise of nationalistic 
attitudes among the locals and the relaxation of censorship by Khrushchev resulted in 
the appearance of numerous Kazakh films reflecting the spirit and values of the 

																																																								
3 The Committee for the State Security of the Soviet Union [Komitet Gosudarstvennoy 
Bezopasnosti], abbreviated KGB, was a main security agency for the Soviet Union between 1954 
and 1991   
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indigenous society. Films during the 1960s were not only nationalistic in form; many 
were also nationalistic in content. Valeria Ibraeva (2014), likewise points out that 
similar processes were taking place in other disciplines. The ‘thaw’ period ended 
around the early 1970s with a complete ban on the production of nationalistic art all 
over the Union, including Kazakhstan, as at that point nationalism held a considerable 
threat to the totalitarian regime.    
1.4.  The 1970s and 1980s: Reconstructing, aka Perestroika  
Leonid Brezhnev became the new leader in 1964 and started actively suppressing the 
recently established relative cultural freedom. Brezhnev was the General Secretary of 
the Communist Party until he died in 1982. After his death Yuri Andropov and later 
Konstantin Chernenko briefly led the Party until Mikhail Gorbachev succeeded the 
latter in 1985. Brezhnev’s policies led the Soviet Union into a period of political, social 
and economic stagnation (also called Brezhnevian Stagnation), that only ended with 
Gorbachev’s new liberal policies of glasnost (openness) and perestroika 
(reconstructing) which aimed at modernisation, but which in fact inadvertently 
resulted in the revolutionary waves of the late 1980s and early 1990s, and eventually 
led to the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991.      
 
While Alma-Ata was continuously developing over the stagnation period (thanks to 
large investments in its cultural and scientific institutions, and expansion of 
governmental offices and ministries), the development of Tselinograd deteriorated 
sharply in the 1970s after reaching its brief highpoint in the late 1960s. With the 
decline in agriculture, the newly acquired citizens started to leave the town. 
Consequently, Tselinograd lost its significance in the eyes of the state and as a result 
its cultural development slipped into a coma. In the 1990s, however, it was to 
experience a cultural renaissance, as it was designated to become the capital city of 
now independent Kazakhstan in 1997.     
 
Despite the economic stagnation of the 1970s, the developments in cultural affairs in 
the territory of Kazakhstan (primarily in Alma-Ata) were slowly taking place. The 
Ministry of Culture of the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic was actively supervising 
the functioning of different cultural disciplines, primarily dealing with the shortages of 
cultural workers observed in the performing arts (music, drama and dance), as well as in 
filmmaking. The administrator of the Auezov Kazakh Drama, Azerbaijan Mambetov, 
was quoted saying the following during one of the artists’ union’s meetings in 1978:  
 

We are experiencing a shortage of qualified creative cadres according to the 
scale and importance of our Republic, and the preparation of them is weak. 
We do not have a drama theatre, an institute of fine arts, and we do not 
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prepare creative workers. Evidently, it is necessary to incorporate the 
experiences of our brother Republics more widely by incorporating into the 
school curriculum creative disciplines. The only theater for children and 
youth even by its exterior does not match the aims for the aesthetic 
upbringing. (cited in Kapayeva, 2004 p. 105)  

 
To overcome these significant shortages in creative workers (such as art directors, 
musicians and actors) the cultural policymakers and cultural administrators 
extensively relied on temporarily inviting highly-qualified creatives from the other 
Soviet republics, while also sending even more promising young talents (from various 
disciplines) to Russia so that they could receive the best education possible at the 
time. However, a remarkable event took place in 1978: Alma-Ata’s Theatre and Fine 
Arts Institute (today known as Kazakh National Academy of Arts, and named after 
Zhurgenov) was founded. The institute was based on the smaller drama faculty of the 
Kazakh National Conservatory that had existed since 1955. From that point on, Kazakh 
citizens were able to receive quality arts education without having to leave the 
country. Up until today, it is the most prestigious art school in Kazakhstan. Many 
influential contemporary Kazakhstani artists, such as Almagul Menlibayeva, Elena 
Vorobyeva and Elbossyn Meldibekov, have graduated from the institute, and would 
later set foundations for Kazakh contemporary art in the following decades.  
Wright (2014) argues that as an unpredicted ‘side-effect’ (in the eyes of Party officials) 
of the free education and increased literacy among people in Central Asia, collectively 
the nations became more aware of their own histories and cultures and of the extent 
to which the Party had eroded these cultures. Protest movements began to flourish in 
Kazakhstan in the early 1980s as underground indie collectives started to appear. The 
members of these groups were artists studying forbidden Western art forms and 
organising underground apartment exhibitions. One of the most famous groups was 
the Green Triangle from Alma-Ata.   
 
In Kazakh filmmaking a remarkable dynamism was also evident. Again, this was thanks 
to the Soviet educational initiatives, because essentially this phenomenon was 
initiated by a groups of Kazakh students (Nugmanov, Omirbaev, Aprymov, Amirkulov, 
and Karpykov) who in 1983 were chosen and then trained by Russian filmmaker Sergei 
Soloviev at the film institute (VGIK4) in Moscow. The students graduated in 1988 and 
returned home, to trigger a phenomenon entitled the ‘New Wave’ of Kazakh cinema. 

																																																								
4 All-Union State Institute for Cinematography [Vsesoyuznyi Gosudarstvennyi Institut Kinematografii] 
today known as All-Russian State University of Cinematography 
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Michael Rouland (2013), a historian of Central Asia and the author of Music and the 
Making of the Kazakh Nation, argues that during that period Kazakh cinema underwent 
a meaningful transformation, from Soviet propaganda apparatus to a means of 
provoking a shift in social consciousness. The works of the aforementioned young 
filmmakers reflected the momentous shift in Soviet society as well as its political and 
cultural collapse. The Needle [Igla] (1989) by Rashid Nugmanov, starring iconic Soviet 
rock star Viktor Tsoi (whose fame brought enormous interest to the film), was probably 
the most significant work of the New Wave and became a cult film; 20 million tickets 
were sold all over the Union (Dömez-Colin, 1997 p.116). 
 
There were also another three vital preconditions that allowed Kazakh cinema to 
prosper during perestroika. First of all, vigorous censorship no longer existed; 
secondly, state subsidies on the contrary were in place; and, thirdly, the huge semi-
homogenous market of the entire Soviet Union was still also available. In other words, 
the filmmakers of the time were no longer dependent on the governmental officials, 
while also not yet constrained by free market forces, giving the filmmakers an 
opportunity, as Pruner (1992) describes: ‘to explore the art and freedom of their own 
newly defined cinematic language’ (p.791). On one hand, the 1980s was a period of 
artistic innovation and dynamism, on the other, the cultural environment in 
Kazakhstan turned into chaos as centralised systems of financing were collapsing and 
the laws of market economy were creeping in. 
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Chapter 2: 1990s–2010s   
 
2.1.  The 1990s: Independence of the Republic of Kazakhstan  
 

In the space of less than three generations, Kazakhstan has 
undergone a bewildering series of different stages of 
development, from rural and pre-industrial to urban and post-
industrial, from socialist to capitalist, and from being to all 
intents and purposes part of Russia to becoming an independent 
post-colonial culture. (Wright, 2014 p.362)   

 
The cultural boom of perestroika permeated into the 1990s. Throughout the decade a 
number of independent art galleries, film studios and artists’ unions/collectives were 
active in Kazakhstan. It was estimated that in the early 1990s there were 25 private 
galleries (Ibraeva, 2013) and 28 independent film studios (Abikeyeva, 2006), none of 
which had existed before. Since Kazakhstan became an independent state in 1991 
three international institutions have played a vital role in stimulating the liveliness of 
the country’s cultural development. The British Council (in 1994), the Soros 
Foundation (in 1995), and the Goethe Institute (in 1995) opened their offices in 
Kazakhstan to promote bilateral cultural exchange and support artistic expression 
within a newly independent country in transition. In particular, the Soros Foundation is 
believed to have exerted the greatest impact on Kazakhstan’s arts scene because of its 
special initiative – the Soros Centre for Contemporary Art (SCCA). The centre was 
established in Almaty in 1998 specifically to support and promote contemporary art. 
Even though the Soros Foundation established seventeen such centres in Eastern 
Europe, the centre in Almaty was the only one in the whole of Central Asia 
(Nauruzbayeva, 2007).  
  
Aimed at supporting local artists, the SCCA was the first institution of its kind, being 
neither governmental nor commercial. Since its funding came from grants provided by 
international organisations, the centre was able to support artists without forcing them 
to be constrained by the need to meet certain public or commercial outcomes. The 
centre frequently sponsored controversial art works that often involved the depiction 
of nudity, sex and violence, as well as other shocking gestures, which quite naturally 
caused controversy and distress within society. Ibraeva’s analysis of the Kazakh press 
(between 1995 and 2000) clearly shows the hostile media attitude towards the SCCA 
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and its contemporary artists; Kazakhstani journalists were quick to rush to 
conclusions, labelling contemporary artists as ‘hooligans’, ‘Satanists’, and ‘CIA agents’ 
(Ibraeva, 2014). Over the course of the second half of the 1990s there was an on-going 
conflict between official (traditionalist) and non-official (modernist) art, which only 
ended towards the early 2000s when contemporary art was legitimised first within 
local creative professionals and the media, and later among the general public.     
 
However, the newly gained independence necessitated certain actions on behalf of 
the government in order to validate its new political existence internationally and to 
establish new a post-Soviet national identity within its borders. Culture and art are 
among the most effective mediums for this purpose. Initially this was achieved via 
monumental art, and later through other types of artistic expression (film in particular). 
An image from the nomadic past – a horseman – was borrowed for the monumental 
representation of the new leadership. Ibraeva (2013) explains that as monuments of 
Lenin were being removed and substituted by sculptures of heroic horsemen, 
nationalism was gradually replacing totalitarianism. Using the example of monuments, 
Ibraeva demonstrates how culture and artistic expression were falling back into the 
old patterns of serving the needs of the ruling class; as she explains: ‘and so the 
socialist cultural model was replaced by a nationalist cultural model, indistinguishable 
models based on a cultural policy dictated from above’ (Ibraeva, 2013 p.136). She 
argues that art in Kazakhstan has almost never functioned freely, without serving 
political objectives, and that the reason for this is rooted in the historical events of the 
past century.   
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Astana 

Credit:  Nikita Maykov/Shutterstock.com  
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Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov   

 
 
Following the logic provided by the example of Kazakh monumental art, one may 
argue that the government’s decision to relocate the capital city to Astana in 1997 also 
formed a part of the national cultural policy. The construction of the brand new city 
can be viewed as an attempt to create a symbol of new post-Soviet statehood, on both 
national and international levels. Numerous large-scale architectural projects (many of 
which were designed by international architects) for the centrally planned city were 
supposed to communicate an image of Kazakhstan that is independent, modern, 
developing, creative and cosmopolitan. The outcomes of this grandiose initiative, 
however, have been rather controversial. Internationally, the newly-created Astana, 
with its signature buildings, was perceived as lacking harmony and authenticity: British 
newspaper the Guardian recently described Astana as ‘one of the strangest capital 
cities in the world’. The relocation of the capital city from Almaty to Astana has 
undoubtedly affected the cultural ecologies of both cities, as the 1990s saw a sharp 
increase in the number of cultural institutions and venues founded in Astana (see 
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Figure 1). In addition, all of the country’s ministries and governmental offices were also 
relocated to the new capital city.  
  
Valeria Ibraeva (2014) explains that during the 1990s the Kazakh art market has been 
divided into three segments: public, private and contemporary. This typology also 
applies on a wider scale to the cultural market in general (incorporating different types 
of cultural and creative production). The public segment is the internal cultural market 
that works to meet the cultural orders of the state. Mostly, it encompasses 
monumental art (sculpture), architecture, painting and film. Moreover, the state owns 
most of the country’s galleries, museums, and libraries as well as other cultural and 
educational institutions. The second segment is the private sector.  It comprises 
independent art galleries, art salons, film production studios, and other 
cultural/creative small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The contemporary arts 
sector – the third segment of the Kazakh cultural market – has an underground nature 
and consists of contemporary artists who work using different mediums (painting, 
photography, video, performance, etc.). Due to the tendency of contemporary artists 
to challenge traditional perceptions of art, often rejecting previous styles and 
movements, and to tackle social issues (usually unpleasant ones), the segment was 
excluded from the private and public sectors and, as a result, became marginalised. 
Hence, SCCA played a truly significant role: for a short while the centre supported art 
for the sake of art, freeing it from the need to meet any public or commercial interests.    
 
2.2. The 2000s and 2010s: The Past 15 Years of Kazakh Cultural Affairs  
Cultural policy had been used as a form of hegemony by the Soviet government 
through the strategic deployment of education, aesthetics and art to justify its 
authority over the heterogeneous group of republics that constituted the Union. With 
the arrival of Kazakhstan’s independence and democracy, socialist realism has been 
replaced by nationalism, but the role of culture as the primary ideological tool in the 
hands of the state has not in fact changed since communism. The current government 
continues to utilise cultural policy to both legitimise the ruling party and construct (or 
rather reconstruct) national identity, as well as to brand the country internationally (as 
the ‘Heart of Eurasia’). Arguably, approaches to conducting cultural policy and 
managing cultural institutions have not changed too much either, remaining very top-
down oriented and strongly controlled by the state. This is, of course, rather 
understandable, given the huge transitions that the state underwent after the 
dissolution of the Union. Up until very recently the government has paid little 
attention to the need to modernise both cultural policy and its cultural institutions. 
Preoccupied with other issues (judged to be of greater urgency and importance) the 
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Kazakh government, through inertia, followed the path that was set by the Soviet state 
when it came to managing culture.    
 
The legitimacy of this argument can be demonstrated by looking at the dynamics 
behind the Kazakh film industry during the past fifteen years. First of all, path 
dependence effects may be witnessed in the state’s persistent application (and 
utilisation) of cinema for purposes of nation branding, nation building and political 
propaganda. In addition to producing numerous expensive historical dramas (Nomad: 
The Warrior being the most expensive, with the budget of $25 million), over the past 
five years Kazakfilm have been producing a sequel about the president. It consists of 
four feature films, each covering a certain period of the president’s life, starting from 
his childhood. According to Tamara Vaal and Sayazhan Kaukenova (2015), at a press 
conference in July 2015 the minister of culture, Arystanbek Muhamediuly, urged 
Kazakhstani filmmakers to restrain from producing films that portray ‘paltry 
human qualities’, implying that they ‘cause negativity in the society' as well as causing 
shame for the country when shown at international film festivals (Vlast, 2015).     

Secondly, consequences of path dependence may be spotted in the organisational and 
structural particularities of the Kazakh film industry. The existence of the national film 
studio, founded in the mid-1940s and still entirely owned by the state today, is a very 
illustrative indication of path dependence affecting the current organisation of the 
Kazakh film industry. Unlike the film industries in other countries that usually develop 
endogenously, in Kazakhstan the state (initially Russian and later Kazakh) has played a 
central role in setting the path for the film industry’s development. State subsidies for 
the film industry go straight to government officials in Kazakhfilm who then decide 
which films deserve funding and which do not. Currently, Kazakhfilm operates as a 
monopoly, which inhibits the development of a healthy film infrastructure by not 
allowing fair competition among local production companies. Enormous subsidies go 
to cover the production costs of expensive flops like Nomad: The Warrior (box office: 
$720,000), while independent filmmakers (either not affiliated or unwilling to work 
with the studio) struggle to fund their films. Up until today the state is very much 
involved in cinematography affairs within Kazakhstan, which continues to cause 
conflicts between the artistic, commercial and public interests involved in filmmaking.   
 
It appears that the domination of the state in cultural production is not exclusive to 
the film industry. It was estimated by the Statistics Agency of Kazakhstan that the 
state directly controls (owns) as much as 95 per cent of the cultural institutions in 
Kazakhstan. The largest proportion of private sector provision of cultural services is 
believed to be in the sphere of film exhibition, where 64 per cent of companies 
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(cinema theatres) are privately owned. Twenty-four per cent of all concert 
companies/venues, 14 per cent of all theatres, and only 1 per cent of all libraries and 
museums are privately owned (Ministry of Culture and Sport of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, 2014 p.6). Yet, since there is no clear guidance on what constitutes 
Kazakhstan’s cultural sector, the accuracy of these figures remains questionable. 
Nonetheless, these figures can still demonstrate the overwhelming presence of the 
government in the cultural and creative affairs of the country today.    
 
A significant occurrence took place last year (2014) when the Ministry of Culture and 
Sport released a whitepaper outlining a project – The Concept of Cultural Policy in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan. The document is the government’s first attempt to come up 
with a systematic development strategy for cultural policy. The arrival of this 
document indicates that culture has started to make its way onto the government’s 
agenda. Following the document’s release, topics of culture and creativity have started 
to make frequent appearances in local media channels. Reading the document, it 
becomes evident that the ideological power of culture continues to be of tremendous 
significance for the government: ‘We need to view culture as a powerful instrument 
for formulating national ideology, spiritual development and for the positioning of the 
country in the global space’ (p.3). But it can also be argued that the spirit throughout 
the document prioritises another idea, which is a more pragmatic or instrumental 
approach to culture and creativity.    
 

The contemporary/modern approach to understanding culture dictates the 
need to develop a new socio-cultural environment where creative activity is 
considered to be a fundamental factor of personal and business success, as 
well as the success of the entire state. Under such conditions occurs a 
fundamental transformation of the cultural environment: creativity and 
competitiveness become of primary importance. Under such conditions the 
cultural sphere becomes an important economic factor, and an attractive 
investment domain for business initiatives, which allows the development of 
certain types of creative activity and cultural organisations to an 
economically viable level: the film industry, animation, circus art, concert and 
theatre activity etc. (Ministry of Culture and Sport of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan, 2014 p.5)     

 
In other words, in addition to being a means of ideological propaganda and nation 
branding, culture and creativity are now also envisioned as one of the main alternative 
(i.e. ‘non-oil’) drivers of the national economy. Fashionable terms such as ‘creative 
clusters’, ‘creative industries’ and ‘creative class’ pop up throughout the document, 
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indicating the Kazakh government’s inclination towards taking the Western position 
(currently globally accepted and spread) on culture and the creative industries as a 
growth sector with great economic potential. But, as the authors of this document 
incorporate these ambiguous and problematic terms into the text, they fail to provide 
definitions, which naturally raises certain concerns.   
 
In particular, this is an issue for the term ‘creative industries’, because, despite the 
popularity of discourse on the creative industries, there is no consensus regarding this 
terminology or the classification of the term. Terms such as ‘creative industries’, 
‘cultural industries’, and ‘creative economy’, that have significant similarities as well as 
differences, are often used interchangeably. Furthermore, various classifications (by 
different institutions and governments) have been developed to categorise which 
industries or sectors should be deemed creative or cultural. In particular, efforts of the 
UK’s Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS, 1998), and UNESCO (Girard, 
1982; UNPD/UNESCO, 2013) have played a pioneering role in defining and, 
consequently, popularising the term. The issues surrounding classification and 
definition have been discussed in greater detail in the first Calvert Forum report, 
Creative Industries: Potential of St. Petersburg and the experience of other cities 
(Berlin, Moscow and London), published in 2014. The policymakers in charge of 
cultural and creative affairs in Kazakhstan need to adopt one of the existing 
qualifications or come up with their own if they wish to jump on this bandwagon, 
otherwise it is rather unclear what they perceive the creative economy to constitute.        
 
As with any government report, this document is not without its limitations, and at 
times it raises far more questions than it answers. But, in spite of its limitations, the 
conception of such a document in itself is a very important occurrence, because it 
demonstrates that the government is ready to move to an alternative ‘branch’ in its 
outlook on, and approach to, managing cultural and creative affairs. In relation to other 
limitations of the document, I strongly agree with Zemfira Erzhan who argues that one 
of the concept’s shortcomings is that it devotes far too much attention and 
importance to the organisation of international cultural projects and events, as well as 
to the attraction of transnational institutions, but seems to overlook the importance of 
creating and maintaining a strong domestic ‘cultural’ infrastructure.   
 

The basic idea of culture, which is used in the concept – is the culture of 
leisure and entertainment that can generate income. This is a sort of 
celebratory concept, the creators of which pay considerable attention to the 
organization of festivals, international cooperation, the development of 
tourism. This is the results-oriented concept. And it is not oriented on the 
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problems that must be solved in order to realize that celebration of art. In 
this sense, the concept appears to be far from the realities of the modern 
domestic culture. (Erzhan, 2014)   

 
The intense preoccupation with hosting ‘country image’ events such as the Olympics 
and EXPO (especially over recent years) demonstrates that the state in fact is very 
much concerned with the improvement of the nation’s image internationally. 
Evidently, the Kazakh government devotes much energy and spends generous 
amounts of money to rebrand the country’s image. This becomes apparent when one 
encounters advertising inserts in magazines such as The Economist or happens to 
witness advertisements for Kazakhstan on the Euronews channel. At one point, the 
government had even considered changing the name of the country, by removing the ‘-
stan’ that is believed to have a deleterious influence on the country’s international 
image (BBC, 2014). Recently, the president went further and suggested that the 
country should be branded as the ‘Land of the Great Steppe’, following the example of 
countries such as Japan (Land of the Rising Sun), South Korea (Land of the Morning 
Freshness), the Netherlands (Land of Tulips), and so on.  
 
However, the efficacy of such top-down efforts is questionable, as one cannot expect 
simply by changing a country’s name to make it more creative or innovative and, 
therefore, more attractive to foreigners. A nation’s image is created by its 
achievements. Thus, if the government aims to position itself as an innovative, 
creative, as well as culturally rich and diverse country, it needs to allow creativity to 
flourish by enabling its people – creating an environment where culture and creativity 
develop organically from society, and not the other way around. In order to achieve 
the ambitious aspirations outlined in the whitepaper in which Kazakhstan is 
envisioned to become ‘one of the development centres of global culture and arts, 
historical science, archaeology and cultural studies, the leading international school 
for improving professional qualification and creative growth’ (p.21), the local cultural 
infrastructure requires significant strengthening and constant maintenance.  
Thankfully, the existing infrastructure that has been built over the course of the past 
century represents a solid base for future development. The following chapter 
presents some of the major institutions that contribute to the cultural infrastructures 
of Kazakhstan’s two largest cities.  
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Akorda Presidential  Palace (Astana)  

Photograph courtesy of Nikolay Postnikov   
  

 
Chapter 3: The Cultural and Creative Institutions Maps 
 
Due to the abundance of cultural institutions in Almaty and Astana, as well as the fast-
paced nature of the cultural sector (especially the private cultural and creative sector), 
it is nearly impossible to provide a conclusive representation of the cultural 
infrastructures of the two cities. Hence, it needs to be highlighted here that the maps 
included in this report are not entirely comprehensive and limitations may be present 
in reference to omission or accuracy. However, considering the current lack of 
resources for cultural researchers, the inclusion of these maps and data seems still 
very valuable.    
 
The purpose of this mapping exercise is to give at least an approximate picture of the 
urban cultural infrastructures in Almaty and Astana, and to simultaneously 
demonstrate their dynamics. In addition, this piece of work is envisaged as the first 
step towards a more inclusive mapping endeavour: there are plans to expand this work 
in the future by creating interactive digital maps, which would reflect private domain in 
addition to the public domain (currently overrepresented), of Almaty and Astana’s 
cultural sectors.  Starting with Kazakhstan’s two largest cities, I plan to cover as many 
cities as possible in the future, eventually enabling creative and cultural institutions to 
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input their details on the maps themselves; in other words, to make them co-
producers of this content.     
 
The process of selecting institutions to be included was undertaken through analysing 
city guide and official city and other governmental websites, as well as other digital 
and published sources. Publically-owned institutions predominant in the maps, 
probably because they receive greater coverage in the media and therefore are easier 
to locate geographically, digitally and otherwise. Mapping the key cultural institutions 
will shed light onto the institutionalised cultural assets present in the cultural 
ecologies of Almaty and Astana. Given the recent redistribution of such assets, this is 
a timely undertaking. As indicated previously, there was a significant inflow of cultural 
assets (mostly in the form of institutions, as well as cultural objects such as paintings, 
rare books, etc.) to Astana, which was evidently triggered by the allocation of the 
capital status to the city in 1997. I argue that the relocation of the capital city has 
(intentionally or unintentionally) brought about significant impacts on the sensitive 
cultural ecologies of the cities, that need to be accounted for by the government, 
researchers and the cultural workers themselves. This mapping task is a stepping-
stone towards a better understanding of the structures as well as natures of the two 
major urban cultural ecologies in Kazakhstan.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1.  Cultural and Creative Almaty 

 
Almaty is a cornucopia of cultural events, facilities, composers, 

writers, performers, teaching academies and creative 
endeavours. (Aitken, 2012 p.98) 

  
By looking at Map 1 we can see that the major cultural institutions in Almaty are 
clustered in the old city centre (in the city’s northeast). Although the city has been 
gradually expanding and the city centre has been spreading in the southwest direction, 
the cultural scene seems to remain in the old centre. Only the national film studio 
(Kazakhfilm) and the Russian State Academic Theatre for Children and Youth named 
after N. Sats are outlying on the map. Arguably, cultural offer or entertainment 
available in the suburbs can only be found in shopping malls/centres and the 
numerous cinema theatres (predominantly showing foreign commercial films).  
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It should be once more made clear that this representation may not be entirely 
accurate, as many of the private (as well as some public) institutions are not pinned to 
the map due to a weak presence in the media, as well as typically short lifespans 
(characteristic of many private creative enterprises in Kazakhstan). Over the past years 
Almaty’s citizens have witnessed the arrival of numerous cultural institutions and 
events in their city, but unfortunately they predominantly fail to establish as 
permanent features. This is arguably because such events and enterprises are often 
organised by local creatives and run on mere enthusiasm (i.e. without or with only 
weak support from public institutions and corporations), which leads to an inevitable 
decline and the end of their lifecycle. For example, a very popular music festival 
Jazzystan (organised by Kazakh DJ Rustam Ospanov), which engaged Almaty’s citizens 
for five years, has not been held this year. The founder, however, remains positive and 
expects to rehabilitate the festival in the future. Likewise, NEDELKA PROJECT, an 
independent art enterprise (with no permanent location) which was founded in 2012 
has also not been active over the past year. These are just two examples of a strong 
trend in Almaty’s private cultural scene. This trend demonstrates that there are good 
initiatives coming from the people, which one could argue seem to lack further 
support. For more cases of Almaty’s currently active cultural and creative enterprises 
see Appendix.  
 
Among the numerous educational institutions from which Almaty benefits, only six are 
pinned (in green) on the map; the reason for this is twofold. Firstly, it was decided to 
leave out public and private institutions that are not directly involved in preparing 
creative and cultural professionals and scholars. Secondly, many institutions have a 
weak digital presence; therefore, it was not possible to identify and locate them 
accurately. This is also true for institutions with long and exciting histories. For 
example, Almaty College of Arts and Crafts, which was founded in 1938, still does not 
have a website nor does it use any social media channels to communicate with the 
public. Although it is possible to locate its address through other sources, it is rather 
challenging to get comprehensive information regarding its curriculum. A weak 
presence in today’s increasingly digitalised world has truly detrimental effects both on 
the development of the institutes themselves, and on the development of Kazakhstan’s 
creative workers in general, as it creates obstacles for prospective students. In a vast 
country such as Kazakhstan, where half of the population is rural, a strong digital 
presence is especially important in communicating with (and perhaps recruiting) 
potential creatives in the most remote destinations.      
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Nevertheless, the number of existing institutions appears to be incredibly high, to the 
extent that it would be problematic to locate them all on a single static map. According 
to the website of the Department of Culture of Almaty, there are as many as 225 
cultural institutions in the city, of which 134 are owned by the state (Department of 
Culture of Almaty, 2015). Hence, some of the oldest, largest and most well-known 
institutions that directly prepare creative workers (such as painters, actors, film 
directors, choreographers, dancers, musicians, etc.), as well as educate cultural scholars 
(e.g. provide degrees in cultural studies) are represented below. It is also important to 
note that that there is a significant number of small private academies and workshops in 
the city that aim to train cultural and creative workers. Usually, experienced creative 
workers found such academies/schools themselves, and tend to explain that they have 
done so to overcome the existing shortage of creative talent in Almaty’s creative labour 
market. This is especially common in filmmaking, with film professionals opening small 
private schools and running classes and workshops. One such example is the Premier 
Film Academy that was established by an owner of a full-service advertising agency. 
The academy was founded in 2014 and offers classes to gain applied knowledge and 
practical skills in filmmaking, acting, screenwriting, producing, cinematography and 
editing (not sown on the map).  
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Map 1.  Almaty                                                                       © Mapbox, © 
OpenStreetMap 

 
Ministries and Government Offices 

 

 
Film Studios and Film Production Companies 

 

 
Museums, Galleries and Exhibition Venues 

 

 
Theatres, Music and Performance Venues 
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Art Schools and Universities 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The A. Kasteyev State Museum of Arts of the Republic of Kazakhstan 

Courtesy of A. Kasteyev State Museum of Arts of the Republic of Kazakhstan    

 Ministrie s and G overnm ent Office s  
1. The  Departm ent of  C ultu re  of  Almaty is a division within Almaty’s Town Hall 

that is dedicated to managing the cultural affairs of the city. It oversees all public 
cultural institutions in Almaty and distributes the state subsidies. Address: Republic Sq. 
4, office 423 

Fi lm  Studio s and F ilm  Production Co m panie s 
1. Kazakhfilm  (founded between 1941 and 1944) is the oldest film production company 

in the country and is entirely owned by the state. Address: Al-Farabi Ave., 176  
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Muse um s, Gallerie s and Exhibitio n Venue s   
1. The  Central  State Museum  (founded in 1931) is the largest museum in Almaty. 

Address: md. Samal-1, 44 
 

2. The  State  Mu se um  of  N ational  Mu sical  Instrum ents (founded in 1980) is 
located in one of the oldest buildings in the city that is also considered to be a 
memorial of history and architecture in Kazakhstan. Address: Zenkov st., 24a 

 
3 . The  A. Kasteye v State  Muse um  o f  Arts of  the  Repu blic  of  Kazakhstan 

(founded in 1978) was established on the basis of two art galleries: the Kazakh State Art 
Collection Gallery named after Shevchenko (founded in 1935), and the National 
Museum of the Applied Arts (founded in 1970). Address: md. Koktem-3, 22/1     

 
4. The  Kazakhstan Acade my of  Science (founded in 1946) is an academic research 

institution that also incorporates four museums:  
• Museum of Archaeology 
• Museum of Nature 
• Museum of History of Kazakh Science  
• Museum of Rare Books   
Address: Shevchenko st., 28 

 
5. The  Literary and Me mo rial  H ouse- Muse um  of  Mu khtar Aue zo v 

Om arkhano vich  (founded in 1963) is a museum in memory of the famous Kazakh 
writer. The exposition is dedicated to Auezov’s life and work. Address: Tulebayev st., 
185 
  

6. The  Literary and Me m orial Muse um  Co mplex of  S. Mukanov and 
G.Musrepo v (founded in 1976) exhibits items of Mukanov’s (Kazakh writer and 
scientific literary critic) and Musrepov’s (Kazakh writer, public ficure, and scientist) 
creativity, such as manuscripts, personal items and photographs. Address: Tulebayev st., 
125 apt 3 

 
7. The Ho use - Muse um  of  D. Kunaye v (founded in 2002) is a museum in memory of 

the former First Secretary of the Communist Party of Kazakhstan, located in his flat. 
Address: Tulebayev st., 117 
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The atres, Mu sic and Pe rfo rm ance  V enues    
1. Abay O pera House (founded in 1934) was established by a Russian composer, 

Yevgeny Brusilovsky. He also was the first director of the theatre and through out his 
life he created eight Kazakh national operas and a ballet. Address: Kabanbay Batyr st., 
110   
 

2 . Au ezov Kazakh Dram a Theatre (founded in 1925) initially was established in 
Kyzylorda  (a Kazakh city that briefly was a capital city before Alma-Ata), but with the 
relocation of the capital city to Almaty the theatre was also moved in 1928. Address: 
Abay Ave., 103   

 
3 . M. Lerm ontov State Acade mic Ru ssian Theatre  (founded in 1933) is one of the 

most acclaimed drama theatres in Kazakhstan. In 2000 the Ministry of Culture awarded 
the theatre collective with the Certificate of Honour for valuable contribution towards 
the development of the national drama and theatre arts. Address: Abay Ave., 43 

 
4. The  Ru ssian State Academ ic Theatre  for C hildre n and Youth nam ed after 

N. Sats (founded in 1945) was the first theatre for children in Kazakhstan. Address: 
Shalyapin st., 22 

 
5. The  Kazakh State Academ ic Theatre  for Children and Youth nam ed after 

G. Mu srepov (founded in 1985) was separated from the Russian State Academic 
Theatre for Children and Youth named after N. Sats. Address: Ablay Khan st., 38 

 
6. The  State  Re publican Uighu r The atre  of  Musical  Com edy (founded in 1934) 

has developed organically out of an amateur drama club that was formed in the early 
1920s within a club of national minorities. Up until today it is the only professional 
theatre of the Uighur people in the world. Address: Nauryzbai Batyr st., 83  

 
7. The atre ARTiSHO K (founded in 2001) is the first privately owned independent 

professional theatre in Kazakhstan. Address: Kunaev st., 49/68 
  

8 . Puppet Theatre Zazerkalie is one of a few privately owned independent theatres 
for children in the country. Address: Abay Ave., 117   

 
9. The  State  Puppet Theatre (founded in 1935) was the first puppet theatre to appear 

in Kazakhstan. Address: Pushkin st., 63 
 

10 . The  Palace  of  the Re pu blic  (founded in 1970), formerly known as the Palace of 
Culture and named after Lenin, is a venue dedicated for concerts, festivals and other 
cultural events. Today the building is also valued as a memorial of culture and history. 
Address: Dostyk Ave., 56 
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Monument of Abay (The Palace of the Republic in the Background) 

Credit: Veniamin Kraskov/Shutterstock.com 

The atres, Mu sic and Performance Venue s (continue d)  
 

11. The  Kazakh State Philharmo nic Socie ty name d after Zhambyl  (founded in 
1935) currently incorporates collectives such as: the State Academic Symphony 
Orchestra, Academic Folklore-ethnographic Orchestra named after N. Tlendiyev, 
State Brass Orchestra, State Choir named after B. Baikadamova, State Chamber 
Orchestra ‘Academy of Soloists’, State String Quartet named after G. Zhubanova and 
Woodwind Quintet. Address: Kaldayakov st., 35     

 
12. Kazakhconcert (founded in 1960) is a state owned performance venue dedicated for 

all genres of music performance. Address: Ablay Khan Ave., 83 
 

13. Kazakh State  Circus (founded in 1972) Even though the circus building was 
constructed in 1972, the Kazakh national circus troupe was formed two years earlier in 
1970 with its first performance in Saratov’s circus (in Russia). Address: Abay Ave., 50 
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Art Schoo ls and U nive rsities 
1. Al-Farabi Kazakh N ational University (founded in 1934) is Kazakhstan’s largest 

university. According to the university’s website today it is comprised of 102 
departments. The institution provides undergraduate and graduate degrees in cultural 
studies and museology. Address: Al-Farabi Ave., 71   

 
2 . The  Kazakh N ational  Academ y o f  Arts name d af ter T.K. Zhurge no v (founded 

in 1970) is the main and the most prestigious culture and arts school in Kazakhstan, 
which prepares a wide range of cultural and creative workers. Address: Panfilov st., 127 

 
3 . The  Kazakh N ational Co nservatoire  nam ed after Kurm angazy (founded in 

1944) was established following the model of the Moscow and St. Petersburg 
conservatoires. Until recently the conservatoire had been the only higher education 
institution for the study of music in Kazakhstan. Address: Ablay Khan Ave., 86   

 
4. Alm aty Choreo graphic Schoo l nam ed afte r A.V. Se leznev (founded in 1934) is 

a key institution in the development of the Kazakh national ballet. The organisation of 
the professional ballet school was closely interlinked with the affairs of Abay Opera 
House. The first graduates of the school established a branch of the theatre’s ballet 
collective. Address: Masanchi st., 67 

 
5. Turan U nive rsity (founded in 1992) is a private university, which provides 25 

undergraduate courses in various disciplines. One of the most popular departments is 
the Academy of Cinema and Television. Address: Satpaev st., 16-18-18a 

 
6. Alm aty College o f  Arts and C rafts (founded 1938) initially was established as a 

state school to prepare painting teachers for school children, and later was converted 
into a specialised school of arts. Today it prepares professionals in the following fields: 
painting, theatre set design, sculpture, graphics, arts of wood and metal processing, 
theatre artists. Address: Abay Ave., 56a 
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3.2.  Cultural and Creative Astana 
 

Astana – is a wonderful crown, which tops our independence, it 
is the power of Kazakhstan. (Nazarbayev cited in Zhumaseitova, 

2014  p.3)   
 
While conducting the mapping exercise it was observed that many of Astana’s cultural 
institutions (especially museums and galleries, as well as performance and exhibition 
venues) are clustered in the city’s newly constructed signature buildings (such as the 
Palace of Peace and Reconciliation, or the Palace of Independence). This occurrence 
may be a result of the centrally planned nature of the city. As stated earlier, it was the 
president’s personal decision to construct a new capital city which would become a 
symbol of the new independent Kazakhstan. Of course, in addition to the soft factors 
there were other strategic reasons that supposedly reinforced the government’s 
decision to relocate the capital city from Almaty, the most cited being the fact that 
Almaty is located in an earthquake-prone region.    
 
Consequently, Astana is now one of the youngest capital cities in the world and 
accommodates the Kazakh government and all of its administrative institutions, 
including the Ministry of Culture and Sport. Immediately after Astana received capital 
city status, great attention was paid to the process of formation and the prosperity of 
urban culture, greatly benefiting citizens of the new capital as well as those of 
northern Kazakhstan. New research institutions and art schools started appearing in 
the city aimed at creating professionals to run the grandiose theatres and curate 
exhibitions in the new galleries and museums. Institutions for higher education (such 
as the Kazakh National Academy of Music which over the years developed into the 
Kazakh National University of Arts, and the Eurasian National University) that were 
founded in the late 1990s have become very respected universities and play a vital role 
in maintaining the vibrancy of Astana’s culture. Their contribution to the urban culture 
does not solely come from accumulation of skill, development of talent and the 
conduct of research, but also from the creative and artistic initiative that originates 
there. For instance, the Kazakh National University of Arts hosts an amateur theatre – 
Attraction, which is run by the students and attended by the general public.    
 
The Department of Culture of Astana provides limited statistical information on the 
city’s cultural sector; according to its website, Astana benefits from 25 libraries, 7 
theatres, 5 museums, 7 performance venues, 6 cinema theatres, and 8 parks. 
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Unfortunately, the website does not differentiate between public and private sectors, 
but evidently the Department of Culture of Astana (i.e. the state) plays a central role in 
the provision of culture, as it oversees the majority of Astana’s cultural institutions. 
Obviously the number of cultural institutions is significantly lower than in the former 
capital, which has been accumulating its cultural infrastructure over the past century 
(thanks to its former status as capital city). Very few cultural institutions in Astana 
were established before the 1990s. In fact, on Map 2 only three such institutions 
appear: Saken Seifulin’s Museum (1988), the Russian Drama Theatre named after M. 
Gorky (1899), and the Congress Hall (1963).  
 
 

 
Astana Opera 

Credit: Nikita Maykov/Shutterstock.com 
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Map 2. Astana                                                                                                   © Mapbox, © OpenStreetMap 
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Ministrie s and G overnm ent Office s  
1. The  Ministry of  Culture  and Sport of  the Re public  o f  Kazakhstan (founded 

in 1992) has gone through several transformations since its foundation 23 years ago. The 
ministry’s scope has been redirected several times, as over the years there have been 
attempts to merge the ministry of culture with the governance of other affairs such as 
information, education, sport and even health. Subsequently, the ministry had changed 
its name eight times before 2014 when it became the Ministry of Culture and Sport of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan. Presently, the ministry ‘exercises governance in the fields 
of culture, political stability, interethnic harmony, development of language, state 
symbols, state social order, archives and documentation, religious activities, physical 
culture and sport, gambling, and to a certain extent cross-sectorial and state regulation’ 
(The Ministry of Culture and Sport of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 2014a). Address: 
Orynbor st., 8 ‘House of Ministries’     

  
2. The  Departm ent o f  Culture  of  Astana is a division within Astana’s Town Hall 

that is dedicated to managing the cultural affairs of the city. It oversees all public 
cultural institutions in Astana, distributes the state subsidies and supports 
private/individual cultural artistic initiatives. Address: Beibitshilik st., 11, office 751   

 Muse um s, Gallerie s and Exhibitio n Venue s   
1. The Mu seum  of  the F irst Pre sident (founded in 2005) is dedicated to the modern 

history of Kazakhstan. According to the museum’s website: ‘the main idea embodied in 
its exposition is to show the establishment of the state sovereignty of the republic and 
the historical role of its First President N.A. Nazarbayev in the establishment of the 
independent democratic state’ (Museum of the First President, 2015). Address: 
Beibitshilik st., 11 

 
2. The  President’s  C entre  of  Culture of  Kazakhstan (founded in 2000) was in 

2012 merged with another institution to form the Nazarbayev Centre. The centre is a 
multifunctional scientific, analytical, humanitarian and educational public institution, 
which is dedicated to advancing research on the history Kazakhstan’s of statehood. The 
main objectives of the institution are to: ‘strengthen the principles of civic identity and 
patriotism; ensure the interaction and cooperation between state bodies, institutions of 
science and culture, civil society, and the media on the popularization of the country’s 
history; promote Kazakhstan’s active international cooperation in the political, social 
and humanitarian and other areas; to disseminate knowledge about Kazakhstan, its 
location and its role within the global community’ (Nazarbayev Centre, 2015). A 
museum and a gallery are located in the building: 
• The Museum of the President’s Centre of Culture of Kazakhstan  
• National Art Gallery Astana (founded in 2014)  
Address: Respublica Ave., 2 
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 Muse um s, Gallerie s and Exhibition Ve nu es (continue d) 
3. The  Palace  of  Independence (founded in 2008) is a venue dedicated for hosting 

official state events (i.e. forums, meetings, conferences, congresses, etc.) as well as for 
other events such as concerts, exhibitions, and celebrations. The Palace of 
Independence incorporates:   
• Gallery of Applied Art and Ethnography 
• Gallery of Modern Art  
• Museum of the City of Astana 
• 4D Cinema Theatre 
• 360 Cinema Theatre  
• Digital Library  
• Congress Hall  
• Ceremonial Hall  
• Press-Centre  

  Address: Tauelsizdik Ave., 52 
 

4. Art G allery Has Sanat (founded in 2003) is a privately owned art gallery. Address: 
Kunaev st., 14, ‘Nursaya-1’  
 

5. She zhire G alle ry (founded in 2001) is a privately owned art gallery. Address: 
Nazhimedenova 10/3, Block F4, Crafts Centre    

 
6. The  N ational Museum  of  the  Republic  o f  Kazakhstan (founded in 2013) is one 

of the largest, youngest and most modern museums in Central Asia (74,000 sq.m.), 
which consists of seven blocks: Hall of Astana, Hall of Independent Kazakhstan, Hall of 
Gold, Hall of Ancient and Medieval History, Hall of History, Ethnography Hall, and Hall 
of Modern Art. Address: Tauelsizdik Ave., 54 

 
7. Saken Se ifullin ’s  Mu seu m  (founded in 1988) is a museum in memory of a Kazakh 

writer, poet and public figure – S. Seifullin. Address: Mukhtar Auezov st., 20/78 
 

8 . The  Palace of  Pe ace  and Reconcil iatio n (founded in 2006) was envisioned to 
become a symbol of friendship, unity and peace on the land of Kazakhstan. British 
architects from Foster and Partners designed the pyramid. The building incorporates 
the following divisions: 
• Art Salon Ary-Art 
• Modern  Art Centre Kulanshi 
• Exhibition of National Costumes 
• Opera Concert Venue 
• Atrium Hall  
• Besik Hall 
• Conference Hall  
• Press Centre  
Address: Tauelsizdik Ave., 57   
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 Th eatres, Music  and Performan ce Ven ue s    
1. Astana O pe ra (founded in 2013) aka Th e State  Opera an d Ballet T heatre  was 

founded following the personal initiative of the president, with an ambition to make it the 
cultural symbol of both the new capital city and Kazakhstan as a whole. Address: 
Dinmukhamed Qonayev st., 12/1    

 
2. Th e Russian D rama T heatre named after M. Gorky (founded in 1899) is one of the 

oldest theatres in Kazakhstan. The theatre was established by a group of dramatic art 
enthusiasts who later received support and funding from the city council and a merchant 
patron – Kubrin. Address: Zheltoksan st., 11   

 
3 . Th e Kazakh Music and Drama T heatre  n amed af ter K. Kuanyshbayev (founded in 

1991) was established just a few months before Kazakhstan gained its independence. The 
theatre became an important landmark in the development of national patriotism and the 
revival of Kazakh cultural heritage. Address: Zh. Omarov st., 47b 

 
4. Th e N ational  Th eatre of  O pera and Ballet N amed after K. Baiseyitova (founded 

in 2000) was established following the initiative of the president. Today it is one of the 
youngest public music theatres in the country. The first artistic collective of the theatre was 
formed predominantly from graduates of the Almaty Choreographic School named after A.V. 
Seleznev, the Kazakh National Conservatoire named after Kurmangazy, and L.N. Gumilyov 
Eurasian National University.  

 
5 . Zhastar Theatre (founded in 2007) is a very young public drama theatre. The theatre 

actively participates in national and international drama theatre festivals as well as travelling 
extensively both within Kazakhstan and abroad. Address: Akzhaiyk st., 10 

 
6 . State Dance Th eatre N az (founded in 1999) is mostly comprised of the Almaty 

Choreographic School’s graduates. Address: Yesenberlin st., 10 
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The Kazakhstan Central  Concert Hall  

 Th eatres, Music  and Performan ce Ven ue s   (con tinued) 
Th e Congress Hall  (founded in 1963), formerly known as the Tselinniks Palace (i.e. 
agricultural workers of the Virgin Lands), is one of the first venues that appeared in Astana 
to host social and public events. It was constructed following an incident that occurred in 
1962 when Khrushchev arrived in Tselinograd and there was no building large enough to 
host an agricultural forum in the whole town. Today the building is considered to be an 
important historical and cultural monument and is under the protection of the state. The 
building also accommodates the State Philharmonic Society of Astana. Address: 
Beibitshilik st., 1/1 
• Th e State Philharmonic Society of  Astana (founded in 1997) incorporates the 

following collectives: Orchestra of Kazakh Folk Instruments, Symphony Orchestra, 
String Quartet named after G. Zhubanova, Chamber Orchestra ‘Academy of Soloists’, 
Ensemble of Folk Music ‘Saryarka’, Brass Band, Woodwind Quintet, and Chamber 
Choir. 

 
7. Th e Puppet Theatre (founded in 2007) is a public theatre overseen by the Department 

of Culture of Astana. Address: Respublika Ave., 5 
 
8. Th e Kazakhstan  Central Concert H all (founded in 2009) is a public centre for 

performing arts in Astana. The main concert hall, with 3,500 seats, is capable of hosting 
various events ranging from music concerts to ballet and conferences. A well-known 
Italian architect, Manfriedi Nicoletti, designed the building. Address: Orynbor st., 10/1  

 
9. Capital  Circus (founded in 2005) is a part of the Department of Culture of Astana. All 

genres of circus art are practised in the capital circus. Address: Qabanbay Baryr Ave., 5 
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Credit: Nikita Maykov/Shutterstock.com  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Art Schoo ls and U nive rsities  
1. Nazarbayev U niversity (founded in 2010) was established as part of ‘Kazakhstan’s 

strategy of joining the world’s most competitive countries in the world’. The university 
aspires to become a prestigious world-class institution in order reinforce a vibrant 
academic environment in Astana; its mission is ‘to be a model for higher education 
reform and modern research in Kazakhstan and to contribute to the establishment of 
Astana as an international innovation and knowledge hub’ (NU, 2015). The university is 
comprised of three schools: Engineering, Science and Technology, and Humanities and 
Social Sciences. It offers arts degrees in anthropology, history, sociology, world 
languages, literature and cultures, Eurasian studies, and so on. Address: Qabanbay Batyr 
Ave., 53       

 
2 . The Kazakh National  Unive rsity of  Arts (founded in 2009) was established on the 

basis of the Kazakh National Academy of Music, which had been founded in 1998 
following the initiative of the president. The institution had initially only prepared music 
professionals, but gradually it has expanded and now incorporates six faculties: music, 
traditional arts, theatre, film and television, choreography, and social sciences, 
humanities and arts (Kazakh National University of Arts, 2015). Address: Tauelsizdik 
Ave., 50    

 
3 . L .N . Gum ilyov Eurasian  N ational  University (founded in 1996), the largest higher 

education institution in Astana, was formed as a result of the merger of the Akmola Civil 
Engineering Institute with the Akmola Pedagogical Institute (in 1996) and the Academy 
of Diplomacy of Ministry of International Relations of Kazakhstan (in 2000). The 
university is comprised of fourteen faculties, as well as an amateur youth theatre, 
‘Attraction’ (ENU, 2015).  

• Attraction Theatre (founded in 2010) plays an important role in Astana’s cultural 
environment even though it is not a professional entity, as the general public 
also attends its shows.   

Address: Munaitpasov st., 5, Almaty District 
 

4. Turan-Astana U niversity (founded in 1998) is a branch of a private university, Turan, 
in Almaty. The university decided to open up an additional branch in Astana, after the 
city was granted capital city status. Address: Ykylas Dukenduly st., 29      
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Conclusions  
 
Fascinating historical events have long been shaping the nation and its culture; and 
the governance of culture in Kazakhstan has been constantly transforming. First, under 
the influence of communist ideology, cultural policy was used to imprint the 
homogenous Soviet identity onto a truly diverse range of people. Later, with the 
dissolution of the Union, the new government through inertia has continued to 
exercise cultural policy in the paternalistic mode. Recently, however, the inactivity of 
the state in modernising cultural policy was positively challenged, with the publication 
of the aforementioned whitepaper, outlining the new course of Kazakhstan’s cultural 
policy. Not without limitations, the document represents an important step towards 
finally breaking with path dependences that have been haunting the country’s cultural 
affairs since independence.      
 
Certain government decisions that may initially seem unrelated to culture in fact turn 
out to have far-reaching and long-term impacts on various social, economic and 
cultural aspects of a country. Almaty has been accumulating its cultural wealth for as 
long as a century and rightfully earned itself a title as ‘cultural capital’. On the other 
hand, Astana has only recently begun to appear on the cultural and creative horizon 
(mainly due to the centralised planning of the capital city). Hence, given the recent 
transfer of cultural assets between Almaty and Astana, the cultural ecologies of these 
cities are bound to change. Top-down interventions need to be considered carefully, 
in order to avoid creating ‘cultural deserts’ or constraining cultural development by 
over-planning.  
 
Through-out the history presented in this paper we could see that creativity in 
Kazakhstan flourished at times when the government’s grasp and commercial 
constraints were relaxed (particularly during perestroika and with the arrival of SCCA). 
Perhaps, the relocation of the government may be a beneficial occurrence for both 
locations. By redirecting its focus to Astana, the state would contribute to the initial 
development of its cultural infrastructure, which is still not as developed as in the 
former capital. On the other hand, the relaxation of the state’s grasp on Almaty’s 
cultural environment, which is currently in evidence, could stimulate a bottom-up 
cultural renaissance in the city.    
 
For a long time the state has been performing a role of the engineer when regulating 
processes in the sphere of culture and art. Yet, historical events suggest that the role 
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of an enabler would lead to more fruitful and sustainable results.  After all, the role of 
the state is not only in providing subsidies, managing and directing cultural 
production, but also more importantly in creating conditions that enable the people to 
enrich the cultural wealth of the nation. In addition to the lessons of history, research 
has also indicated that governments (on national as well as local levels) can play a 
more important role by working with and enabling the creative industries and 
practitioners rather than trying to hierarchically control them.     
 
In a previous report, Calvert Forum researchers were able to identify five common 
principles that city (or region) officials need to follow in order to realise the creative 
potential of the city or region. In essence, these five principles convey the importance 
of an effective utilisation and continuous improvement of existing resources (social, 
economic or cultural) as well as the importance of maintaining an efficient cultural 
infrastructure which provides the creative workers with a framework to work and 
interact. Calvert Forum’s researchers also mention the vitality of improved 
communication and cooperation between the state authorities and cultural 
professionals, and of lesson-drawing practices from most successful experiences 
internationally. Moreover, the recent UK Cities Culture Report 2015 by BOP 
Consulting asserts that city officials ought to see cities as ‘networks of organisations, 
not fiefdoms dominated by top-down provision’ and, therefore, try to develop cultural 
activity from the bottom-up (BOP, 2015 p.3). The report’s authors discovered that in 
the UK the role of local authorities is already shifting towards an enabling one, as 
many UK cities report increased levels of collaboration with their cultural sectors, 
promising a more dynamic and sustainable cultural sector  (BOP, 2015 p.5).   
 
The World Cities Culture Report 2015 demonstrated the presence of a strong cultural 
and creative sector is a key component of the world’s most successful cities. By 
communicating with opinion-forming individuals in 30 different cities, the researchers 
were able to spot the challenges and opportunities facing these cities and how culture 
is able to address them. One of their conclusions is that in order to maintain urban 
growth and development, culture needs to be the ‘golden thread of urban policy, 
something that is integrated across all policy areas’ (World Cities Culture Forum, 2015 
p.8). For Kazakhstan this report may also serve as an aspirational model in terms of the 
collection and development of data about its urban cultural economies, because it 
gathers and equally values opinions of creative professionals and entrepreneurs, 
members of the general public, business leaders and policymakers.   
 
In Kazakhstan for a very long period of time the state had been uniquely in charge of 
culture, the predicted path for many governmental officials (the majority of whom 
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were born, raised and educated in the Soviet Union) still tend to lead towards 
following an out-dated path of seeing culture simply as a nationalistic exercise. 
Investing in institutions and attracting large-scale events has been an easy path to 
follow in this respect, however, more challenging and important is to consider how 
‘micro dynamics among creative industries and other agents at the local level become 
key to the understanding of the development of the creative cities’ (Comunian, 2011 
p.1164). Change is now long needed and might allow culture to play a stronger role in 
Kazakhstan’s future.    
Appendix  
 
Case 1.  Clique Fest (founded in 2014) 

 
 
Clique is an independent film festival co-founded by a Kazakh film producer, Nargiz 
Shukenova, and a Bulgarian filmmaker, Boris Baikov. The first Clique took place in 
November 2014 and had a budget of just 3 million KZT (approximately £6,500). It 
lasted for 4 days, screened 12 films and had around 3,000 visitors. Exactly one year 
later, Clique founders successfully delivered the second festival. In 2015 the festival 
expanded – it lasted for 10 days, screened 20 films as well as benefited from two new 
parallel sections: Clique.Doc programme (sponsored by Soros Foundation Kazakhstan) 
and New British Cinema programme (sponsored by the British Council). The festival 
also has a short film competition, where participants are challenged to produce a film 
in 48 hours. In an interview with an internet-journal Vlast (2015), the founders told that 
their sponsors are predominantly international institutions, such as Soros Foundation 
Kazakhstan, the British Council, Consulate General of the United States in Almaty, 
French Consulate in Almaty and Alliance Française d’Almaty. They reported to have 
only one sponsor (café Nedelka) from Kazakhstan.  
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Case 2.   Bass Place (founded in 2014)  

 
 
Bass Place was co-founded in April 2015 by a group of passionate DJs as a small music 
project. In October 2015, Bass Place consolidated as a regular monthly music event for 
techno and bass music enthusiasts. Bass Place does not have a permanent location, 
but most frequently it performs in a former Soviet bunker that is occupied and ran by 
another creative collective (Art Bunker). Bass Place is comprised of four DJs 
performing in different styles.  One of the team members, DJ Nazira Kas, explains that 
the idea behind Bass Place is to fill in the gap that exists in Almaty’s underground 
music scene, especially in relation to genres of bass music. Apart from performing and 
recording their own music, Bass Place team invites other local and international 
musicians. Although the project exists for a relatively short period of time it has 
become a popular music event and attracts hundreds of visitors every month. 
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Case 3.  Art Bunker (founded in 2014) 

 
 
A former Soviet bunker is a home for a creative collective, which organically became 
known – Art Bunker (previously ‘diWel’), due to its unique location. The modern 
experimental theatre is the main activity of Art Bunker. However, after it proved 
challenging to support the theatre by means of ticket sales only, the collective was 
forced to start running tours to the bunker for the general public, as people appeared 
to be interested in visiting a real-life bombproof shelter. In addition to extra income, 
this initiative consequently provided extra publicity. After becoming more popular Art 
Bunker started operating as an art space. Today, it sublets the space for other creative 
enterprises (like Bass Place) as well as runs its own cultural events, such as exhibitions, 
film screenings, poetry and acoustic music evenings, rap battles and so on. Address: 
Dosmuhamedov st., 78              
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